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Route to the Moon: From Popular Beliefs to Scientific Knowledge {#s0005}
===============================================================

"Houston, Tranquility Base here. *The Eagle* has landed." With these words, American cosmonaut Neil Armstrong announced half a century ago the first human moon landing in 1969. Although this event probably represents the most iconic moment of lunar investigation, this journey started a long time before, and is still progressing, at pace with our technological advances, not only in an astronomic manner. Indeed, the moon has fascinated scientists and non-scientists as long as mankind reports, and possible connections between the regular lunar cycle and effects on living beings have been described over millennia, often surrounded by an aura of superstition and mythology. Classical authors, like Aristotle and Lucilius, allegedly reported on the fishermen\'s beliefs of a link between lunar rhythms and the apparent size of some marine animals, e.g., reflected in the quote: *luna alit ostrea et implet echinos* (*the moon nourishes the mussels and inflates the urchins*; Lucilius, ca. 150 B.C.) \[[@bb0005]\]. Since the beginning of the 20th century, detailed scientific studies have shown that the reproductive behavior and sexual maturation of animals as diverse as corals, polychaetes, echinoderms or fishes are synchronized by the lunar cycle, reviewed in \[[@bb0010],[@bb0015]\]. As external fertilization is frequent among these animals, its synchronization with a reliable environmental cycle maximizes the probability that eggs and sperms encounter, and hence is critical for the survival of these species. In animals where the gonads contribute to a large proportion of the body mass, such as sea urchins or mussels, this effect is particularly prominent, leading indeed to significant changes in body mass, and suggesting that these ancient fishermen\'s beliefs were built on true observations of naturally occurring phenomena.

This connection between sexual maturation and the lunar cycle might also explain the "floating flames" reported in 1492 by Cristoforo Colombo and his crew on their way to El Salvador. Indeed, very plausibly, they were thousands of bioluminescent marine worms (e.g., of the genus *Odontosyllis*) during their swarming \[[@bb0020]\], a phenomenon unexplainable at that time, which certainly fueled the mystery surrounding the lunar cycle.

Today, it is the task of chronobiologists to "excavate" the true cores and to sort them from the overgeneralization and mystification due to a lack of scientific explanations at former times.

The Moon Controls Rhythms of Physiology and Behavior {#s0010}
====================================================

Animals exploit reliable and steady environmental cues to synchronize crucial events of their life, like mating, or fundamental behaviors for their survival, as feeding and predator avoidance. As the moon formed about 4.51 billion years ago, life evolved equally long under both lunar and solar influences, and might have adapted multiple times to moon rhythms to coordinate complex processes. Indeed, several environmental factors have been shown to change directly or indirectly in connection with the lunar cycle, like moonlight intensity, water levels, temperature, food availability, oxygen levels, and magnetic field. In line with this, it is not surprising that lunar rhythms are widespread among marine species \[[@bb0015]\], especially those living in relatively shallow waters and coastal reef habitats.

Among natural time-providing systems (zeitgebers) utilized by organisms, earth\'s rotation and revolution around the sun determine two different environmental cycles, a daily light/dark (\~ 24 h) and an annual/seasonal (\~ 365 days) cycle, respectively. Likewise, also the moon exhibits shorter and longer rhythmicity. For instance, the (average) time between two consecutive moonrises or, astronomically more accurately, two consecutive passes of the moon through its maximal height in the sky (meridian passes or southern position), is known as lunidian cycle (or lunar day) ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(a)). It is slightly longer than a solar day (24.8 h on average instead of 24 h) because the moon orbits the earth in the same direction of earth\'s rotation. This cycle shapes the tides\' rhythmicity, with the levels of the oceans rising and falling each day twice in most coastal areas (semidiurnal tidal regime, from here onward we will refer only to this), or only once (diurnal tidal regime, in few locations). The overall complexity of tides rhythmicity is a combination of the earth\'s rotation, the moon orbiting around our planet, and the interaction between earth and moon\'s gravitational forces ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(b)).Figure 1Schematized representations of the known astronomical and geophysical rhythms dictated by the moon. (A) Lunidian rhythm, the period between two consecutive maximal heights of the moon in the sky (meridian transits). (B) Tidal rhythm: water levels increase twice every day in two opposite sites on earth, with one being the closest to our satellite. (C) Semilunar rhythm: the alignment of moon, earth and sun potentiate tidal variations, creating spring (during FM and NM) and neap (during FQM and LQM) tides cycles. (D) Synodic and sidereal months. The first gives rise to the known lunar phases: NM, FQM, FM, and LQM or third quarter moon. (E) Anomalistic month. (F) Draconic month. The plane described by moon\'s orbit is inclined (5.14°) compared to the plane on which the sun and the earth lay, and the two planes cross in two points called nodes (purple circles). (G) Tropical month: the clockwise rotation of earth\'s axis affects moon\'s relative trajectory in the sky (declination). Thus, periodically, the moon faces a more northern or southern portion of earth relative to the Equator, and this affects both moonlight intensity and tides. Moonlight depicted in the figure is a reflection of sunlight. The sun was purposely left away from the scheme for the sake of clarity. For further details, see text. Sources: \[[@bb0025],[@bb0030]\]; <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lunar_month;><https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jWCBhVfeAQU;><https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z6DpPQ8QdLg;><https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=adzx547ptck;><http://www.antikythera-mechanism.gr/faq/astronomical-questions/what-are-the-different-months;><https://moonblink.info/Eclipse/why/months;><https://www.slideshare.net/RAFIULALAM006/month-57977849>).Figure 1

In addition, the moon orbits around the earth, and its position relative to the sun or other celestial bodies creates different lunar cycles (or lunar months). The best-known is called synodic month, which represents the time the moon takes to complete one revolution around the earth relative to the sun ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(d)) and, because of this, determines changes in both moonlight intensity (lunar phases) and tidal force (spring--neap tides cycles). Lunar phases are often defined by the visible portion of our satellite illuminated by the sun: new moon (NM), first quarter moon (FQM), full moon (FM), and last quarter moon (LQM). The duration of this cycle is \~ 29.5 days, and corresponding endogenous biological rhythms approximating to it are called circalunar ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(d)). During this lunar cycle, earth, moon, and sun can align twice, at both FM and NM (see [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(c)). Thus, during these lunar phases, the sun gravitational force strengthens the lunar one, creating high tides and low tides that are higher and lower than usual, respectively (called spring tides, opposed to neap tides during FQM and LQM) ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(c)). This cycle is defined as semilunar (\~ 14.8 days, half a lunar synodic cycle) and is probably mostly related to tidal phenomena rather than moonlight intensity, which varies greatly between the two lunar phases taken into consideration (i.e. FM *versus* NM). In spite of this, it is possible that organisms can coordinate physiological processes also according to dimmer moonlight intensities matched during both FQM and LQM.

The synodic month is slightly longer than the sidereal month (27.32166 days, the time required by a moon revolution around our planet with respect to the background stars), as the earth is also moving around the sun in the same direction that moon orbits ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(d)).

Other lunar cycles can also periodically affect the synodic month features, both moonlight intensity as well as tidal periodicity and amplitude: anomalistic, draconic, and tropical months \[[@bb0025],[@bb0035]\]. Here we summarize briefly their main characteristics and periodicity. The moon orbit is not perfectly round, but it approximates an ellipse, with the earth representing one of the two focal points. This implies that the distance between the moon and the earth is not constant, with the two extremes called perigee and apogee (see [Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(e)). This elliptical orbit (and thus perigee and apogee positions) is not fixed relative to the earth, but it rotates in the same direction of moon revolution around our planet (a full rotation requires 8.85 years). For this reason, passing twice from the perigee (or apogee) requires the moon slightly longer (27.55 days) compared to the sidereal cycle, and this period is called anomalistic month ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(e)). The anomalistic cycle, modulating the proximity of our satellite to earth, can impact for instance on tides amplitude during the synodic month (spring--neap tides cycle, 14.76 days), although slightly out of phase (13.78 days from perigee to apogee) \[[@bb0025],[@bb0035]\].

Another lunar cycle, of particular interest for eclipses, is called draconic month. In short, the plane defined by moon\'s orbit is inclined (5.14°) compared to the plane intersecting sun and earth. The two points in which the moon crosses the latter plane are called nodes, and the period the moon takes to cross the same node twice represents the draconic month. As the plane of the moon\'s orbit gradually rotates in the opposite direction of the lunar revolution (a full rotation every 18.6 years), this periodicity is shorter than a sidereal month (27.212220 days) ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(f)).

Finally, the tropical month represents the time required for the moon to return to the same celestial longitude (i.e. equinox, celestial meridian, maximum declination of the moon in the sky). This time is slightly shorter (27.321582 days) than the sidereal month, because of the precession of the equinoxes, which slowly move in the opposite direction (clockwise) relative to the moon (counterclockwise) because of earth\'s axis clockwise rotation ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(f)). As this affects the trajectory of the moon in the sky, this astronomical phenomenon can have effects on both moonlight intensity and tides \[[@bb0025],[@bb0030],[@bb0040]\] ([Figure 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}(g)).

It has to be said that, as visible from the period of these astronomical cycles, biological rhythms controlled by either of them might be difficult to discern from each other. However, it is interesting to report that potential effects of the anomalistic cycle on biological rhythmicity approximating the synodic month have been shown in *Crassostrea gigas*, both at the behavioral and reproductive levels \[[@bb0030],[@bb0045]\].

In this review, we will refer to the synodic month when talking about "(circa)lunar rhythms," but at present we might lack the resolution and detailed insight to correctly interpret if another of the above mentioned lunar rhythms is involved.

The lunar cycle has been shown to synchronize a plethora of different biological processes, such as reproduction in hundreds of studied species (reviewed in \[[@bb0015],[@bb0015]\]), activity levels \[[@bb0050]\], valves gaping activity (linked to feeding and breathing \[[@bb0055]\]), photosensitivity (shielding pigment migration, \[[@bb0060]\]), zooplankton vertical migration \[[@bb0065]\], emergence/eclosion timing \[[@bb0070], [@bb0075], [@bb0080]\], and molting cycle/exuviation \[[@bb0085]\]. For instance, with the arrival of the rainy season, millions of terrestrial crabs (*Gecarcoidea natalis*) walk every year for hundreds of meters, like a horde of implacable and crawling red soldiers, from the inland forest to the northwest shore of the Christmas Island to breed \[[@bb0090]\]. In this case, the spawning occurred 17--18 days after mating, in a precise lunar phase, between LQM and NM \[[@bb0095]\]. As witnessed by the crew on Colombo\'s caravel, also in the Bermuda fireworm, *Odontosyllis enopla*, reproductive swarming occurs precisely during the first nights after FM in summer and early autumn \[[@bb0100]\]. Among all, probably the most spectacular and documented event orchestrated by animals according to the lunar cycle is certainly the mass spawning of corals. Like inside a shaken snow globe, once every year, the barrier reef explodes of eggs and sperms, few days after FM, during late spring/summer nights, a phenomenon even visible from the space \[[@bb0105],[@bb0110]\]. Unfortunately, reef corals are losing this critical reproductive synchrony, likely due to anthropogenic impact \[[@bb0110],[@bb0115]\]. This phenomenon threatens several species, not only corals, but entire reef communities.

While for short and long lunar period lengths marine examples are very well established, this is less clear for terrestrial organisms. We will briefly cover this point at the end of this review.

Finally, a brief notion on the exogenous *versus* endogenous nature of these oscillations. The strong scientific focus on diel rhythms and circadian clocks started in the 1970s, likely due to the possibility to dissect the molecular mechanisms with functionally amenable model systems like *Drosophila melanogaster, Mus* *musculus*, and *Arabidopsis thaliana.* Before this time, the scientific literature is rich in examples of other rhythms, including tidal and monthly. Those were mainly focused on behavioral observations and include many studies that provide evidence for free-running rhythms (for overviews, see \[[@bb0120],[@bb0125]\]). For space constrains, this review focuses on more recent molecular advances in understanding moon-controlled rhythms and clocks. We provide much detail on the experimental settings, in order to allow for discriminations between experiments that tested possible endogenous oscillator effects, and those where environmental and endogenous contributions were not distinguished.

Core Circadian Clock Genes and Lunar-Regulated Processes: Are There Connections? {#s0015}
================================================================================

In spite of the increasing literature, the elucidation of the mechanisms underlying circalunar/circasemilunar and circatidal/circalunidian rhythms is still at an early stage. Given the depth of mechanistic knowledge, circadian clock genes have been particularly studied to investigate their potential interaction and contribution to both long and short lunar-controlled rhythms.

Circalunar rhythms and clocks {#s0020}
-----------------------------

In the reef-building coral *Acropora millepora*, which reproduces once every year integrating both seasonal, lunar and daily cues, natural FM, as well as artificial night illumination mimicking FM, have been shown to impact on clock genes expression. In this species, four members of the Cryptochrome/Photolyase family have been identified (CRY1, CRY2, CRY3, and CRY-DASH), and interestingly, *cry2* (but not the other investigated member, *cry1*) was found significantly upregulated during FM night compared to NM \[[@bb0130]\] (see [Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). Phylogenetic analysis revealed that CRY1 belongs to the vertebrate-type cryptochrome group, which counts protein acting as transcriptional regulators, but not sensing directly light. On the other hand, CRY2 showed a more enigmatic position \[[@bb0130],[@bb0150]\]. Both *cry1* and *cry2* were expressed in the ectodermal layer of larvae and adults, and their mRNA levels peaked during daylight phases. Moreover, exposure to dark/dark (DD) flattened the expression of both genes also during the subjective light phase, with minor peaks occurring mostly during the subjective night phase \[[@bb0130]\]. However, lunar free-running experiments would be required to definitely address whether *cry2* expression is under the control of a circalunar clock or represents a direct response to light cues (moonlight), as suggested by its behavior under DD. It has to be noted that further studies employing artificial illumination mimicking both light/dark cycles and moonlight provided conflicting results for some of the above-mentioned data collected under natural light conditions. For instance, only *cry1* (but not *cry2*) was affected by exposure to DD, whereas, although not significantly, *cry2* increased under natural moonlight compared to the artificial one during both LQM and FM \[[@bb0135],[@bb0155]\]. Furthermore, *cry2* upregulation under artificial FM conditions was not reproduced by Brady *et al*. \[[@bb0135]\], although the sampling was conducted at a similar nighttime (see [Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). These data suggest that the integration of multiple environmental features and/or the specific light spectrum of sunlight and moonlight might affect the expression of these genes. In line with this, also the expression of the circadian clock gene, *timeless* (*tim*), was found significantly different between natural conditions and artificial illumination during NM nights \[[@bb0135]\]. These and other data reported in this review suggest a high level of data variability, likely due to differences in experimental regimes, as well as strong environmental and possibly population variability.Figure 2Circadian clock genes expression is affected by the lunar cycle or laboratory conditions mimicking moonlight cues. Gray areas on the left of each panel describe the environmental conditions or laboratory experimental settings employed. Green circles indicate experiments conducted under natural conditions, whereas orange circles refer to artificial (lab) experimental conditions. (A) The expression of *A. millepora cry1*, *cry2*, *clk*, and *cyc* is influenced by the lunar cycle. (B) Expression of a set of clock genes in *P. dumerilii* is regulated by an endogenous circalunar clock, as shown by experiments under lunar free-running conditions (absence of artificial moonlight cue at night). (C) Altered night illumination affect the expression of clock genes in a lunar phase-dependent manner in *S. guttatus*. For references, see \[[@bb0130], [@bb0135], [@bb0140], [@bb0145]\].Figure 2

In the Caribbean reef coral *Favia fragum*, which in contrast to *A. millipora* reproduces monthly in precise lunar patterns, 4--5 days after FM \[[@bb0160]\], circadian clock transcripts for *cry1*, *cry2*, *clk*, and *cyc* showed differences between lunar phases, but without regular patterns \[[@bb0165]\].

The potential interaction between the circadian and the circalunar clocks has been well documented in the marine bristleworm *Platynereis dumerilii* \[[@bb0140]\]. This annelid reproduces every month in specific lunar phases also in laboratory conditions \[[@bb0140],[@bb0170]\], similarly to the field \[[@bb0175]\]. This monthly rhythm has been shown to rely on an endogenous circalunar oscillator, as it free-runs in absence of lunar cues \[[@bb0140]\]. The exposure to continuous nocturnal light ("constant FM") or never showing the worms nocturnal light ("constant NM") throughout their entire growth (no entrainment) results in arrhythmic spawning patterns. In this species, the circalunar clock seems to also affect locomotor activity levels, with worms showing a weaker circadian rhythmicity during free-running FM (FR-FM) compared to NM. Gene expression analysis of circadian clock components under NM and FR-FM revealed interesting insights about the interaction of these two oscillators at the molecular level. Most of the genes analyzed showed similar circadian expression profiles in the two different lunar phases, but significantly higher mRNA levels during FR-FM were found for *pdp1*, *period*, *clock*, and *tim* (see [Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}), suggesting that a subset of circadian clock transcripts is affected by the circalunar clock, independently of nocturnal light cues. To test whether the oscillation of circadian clock genes is essential for circalunar clock function, the worm\'s monthly spawning rhythm was monitored under circalunar free-running conditions for a month after the exposure to PF-670462, a CK1δ/ε inhibitor, which affects the circadian period in mammalian cells \[[@bb0180],[@bb0185]\] and renders clock genes transcription as well as locomotor activity arrhythmic \[[@bb0140]\]. Interestingly, the spawning profile was found unaffected. While this experiment suggests the independence of the circalunar clock from classical circadian clock gene oscillations, their normal cycling could still be required for circalunar entrainment. Moreover, these individual genes could still play a functional role, maybe tissue-dependent, linked to developmental or reproductive processes, independently from their circadian oscillatory function \[[@bb0190],[@bb0195]\].

The marine midge, *Clunio marinus*, provides an interesting example of combined circadian and circalunar timing, which precisely orchestrates its adult emergence \[[@bb0200], [@bb0205], [@bb0210]\]. The specific daily and lunar time point of adult emergence varies between strains from different geographic locations, presumably as an adaptation to the exact local lowest low tide occurrences. These differences are genetically encoded \[[@bb0215], [@bb0220], [@bb0225]\] and hence allow for population genetic analyses. Genetic linkage analysis identified two specific chromosomal regions responsible for diurnal emergence and two related to lunar timing. Interestingly, one of the two quantitative trait loci (QTLs) linked to circalunar timing overlaps largely with one of the two circadian QTLs \[[@bb0230]\], which might suggest a link between circadian and circalunar timing regulation. However, the mapping of all known genes with key roles in circadian timing or light input pathways revealed their complete absence from these QTLs \[[@bb0230]\], suggesting that, if there is a common denominator for circadian and circalunar timing adaptations in the midge, it is outside of the core circadian clock or conventional light input pathways.

The relationship between circadian clock genes and circalunar rhythms has been investigated in several studies focusing on fishes. In the golden rabbitfish, *Siganus guttatus*, which spawns around FQM \[[@bb0235],[@bb0240]\], *cry1* and *cry3* transcripts in both brain and ovaries were analyzed, exhibiting an overall increase in the brain (mesencephalon and diencephalon) during NM and especially FQM, and lower levels at LQM. As *cry1* and *cry3* levels decrease following FQM, and increase again during NM, similarly to day/night fluctuations of *cry1*, the authors suggested a model for lunar phase recognition relying on a photo-repressive mechanism governed by moonlight. This system would involve both *cry1* and *cry3*, and its functioning would be limited to the time window between ZT18 and ZT21 (the middle part of the night, corresponding to 24:00--3:00, a temporal range characterized by moonlight presence only during FM and LQM) \[[@bb0245]\]. However, the circalunar expression pattern of *cry3* in partial or complete absence of moonlight cues (partial, restricting moonlight exposure only to the first or second half of the night, or complete, covering the tank for the whole night), was similar to the profile found in more natural condition (tank not covered) \[[@bb0250]\], indicating the presence of an endogenous oscillator. In contrast, *per2* expression showed signs of phase shift when the moonlight was limited to the second part of the night, and an arrhythmic profile in the other altered nocturnal light regimes, more in line with a potential direct light effect. Moreover, *per4* showed a robust oscillation over the lunar cycle under all the light regimes, but in antiphase compared to *cry3*. Thus, the data presented might actually suggest the presence of both a photo-repressive mechanism and an endogenous clock contributing together to the circalunar timing. The authors also reported CRY3 immunostaining in the subependymal cells in the mediobasal region of the diencephalon and proposed this brain area as the location of the putative circalunar clock. Interestingly, this region has been proposed as a key site for seasonal response to photoperiod in birds \[[@bb0255]\]. A deeper analysis of clock genes oscillations in diencephalon and pituitary gland over the lunar cycle revealed that moonlight interruption (by tank coverage) markedly impacted on the expression levels, cycle amplitude and daily pattern \[[@bb0145]\]. Curiously, the most remarkable effects of moonlight deprivation reported in the diencephalon occurred counterintuitively during NM ([Figure 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}). In the pituitary, *cry1a* and *cry2* levels were higher in almost all lunar phases in moonlight-deprived specimens, as well as *per2a* and *per2b*. Interestingly, moonlight deprivation shifted the acrophase (the interval of expression peaks in two consecutive cycles) of several core circadian clock genes, in a lunar phase-dependent manner.

In general, in spite of existing discrepancies that likely originate from comparisons between studies adopting different experimental conditions, the evidence reviewed here strongly suggests an interaction of circalunar rhythms and clocks with at least sets of core circadian clock genes. The meaning and the nature of this interconnection remain to be determined by functional studies.

Circatidal rhythms and clocks {#s0025}
-----------------------------

Circatidal clocks and their relation with circadian clocks are particularly interesting, because in essence a 12.4 h period is just half of 24.8 h, i.e. a period covered by the conventional core circadian clock network. The involvement of classical circadian clock oscillations in circatidal rhythmicity, also with a functional approach, has been studied in *Eurydice pulchra* ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). This intertidal isopod showed robust tidal rhythmicity after being caught in the wild and released in DD, suggesting the existence of a true circatidal endogenous oscillator. Moreover, vibrations mimicking water turbulence were effective in re-entraining animals that became arrhythmic after spending more than a month in DD \[[@bb0050]\].Figure 3Tidal activity rhythm in *E. pulchra* generates antisense tidal cycles of metabolism but is independent from classical clock genes oscillation. (A) Swimming activity pattern of *Eurydice* specimens shows a period of 12.5 h in free-running conditions, with maxima during predicted high water (HW). (B) Representative western blot of overoxidized peroxiredoxin. (C) Relative intensity of overoxidized head peroxiredoxin. (D and E) Relative expression of mitochondrially-encoded genes (ND = NADH dehydrogenase subunits, COX = cytochrome oxidase subunits; CYTB = cytochrome B) under free-running laboratory conditions. (F) None of *Eurydice* circadian clock genes exhibit a tidal rhythm at the transcript level, and curiously, only *tim* shows a clear circadian profile (red arrows show the time of expected high water). For references, see \[[@bb0050],[@bb0270]\]. Orange circles: artificial (lab) conditions.Figure 3

In this species, the pharmacological inhibition of CK1δ/ε by PF-670462 altered both circadian cycles (pigment dispersion in chromatophores), as well as circatidal swimming rhythms \[[@bb0050]\]. In spite of the observed phase delay, the amplitude of tidal oscillations was robust and comparable to the untreated control. These evidences can in principle be interpreted in two different ways: a) the effects of CK1 δ/ε inhibition on core circadian clock genes impact also on the circatidal rhythm, or b) CK1 contributes to both circadian and circatidal functions, independently. RNAi experiments revealed that the circatidal timekeeping is at least independent from PER and TIM cycles. Furthermore, circadian rhythm disruption through LL exposure affected neither the tidal swimming period nor overall activity levels \[[@bb0050]\]. This indicates that these circadian clock genes are not involved in the circatidal oscillator. Furthermore, no circatidal oscillations have been found in *Eurydice* core clock genes. However, it should be noted that apart from *timeless, Eurydice* circadian clock genes also do not show a circadian expression pattern \[[@bb0050]\] ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}F). This lack of both circatidal and circadian rhythmicity in clock gene expression is also conceivable with the idea that specific subsets of the core circadian clock might be differentially recruited in a tissue-dependent manner, and depending on cellular context form circadian, circatidal, or circalunidian clocks. In this scenario, depending on the diversity of rhythms in the different tissues, sampling whole heads could mask the rhythms in distinct neuronal clusters.

Principle evidence for tissue-dependent differences in the circadian clock core oscillator exists, for instance, for cryptochrome in *D. melanogaster.* Although this protein functions in the circadian clock entrainment pathway in the fly\'s brain without being part of the transcriptional oscillator itself, evidence for a transcriptional repressor role exists for peripheral cells \[[@bb0260]\]. Additional evidence for flexibility in "circadian" clock gene transcriptional periods comes from a recent study in the tidal oyster *C. gigas*. In this species "circadian" clock genes lose their 24-h periodic expression pattern under DD and exhibit a tidal frequency instead \[[@bb0265]\].

To better understand the role of circadian *versus* circatidal rhythmicity in physiological control, the activity of key metabolic actors like peroxiredoxin (PRX) has been investigated \[[@bb0270]\]. PRX, whose oxidation--reduction cycles constitute a marker for circadian rhythms from bacteria to animals \[[@bb0275]\], followed a circatidal pattern in *E.* *pulchra* ([Figure 3](#f0015){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, also 10 out of the 11 detected mitochondrial genes (such as subunits of *NADH dehydrogenase*, *cytochrome* *b*, and *cytochrome c oxidase*, encoding components of the electron transport chain complexes I, III, and IV, respectively) were also expressed in a circatidal fashion. The period of these oscillations was consistent with swimming activity and respiratory rate tidal cycles, which peak around high tides \[[@bb0270],[@bb0280]\]. It is interesting to note that activity peaks coincide with troughs in overoxidized PRX and mitochondrial genes expression. Such anti-timed correlation has also been observed in *Drosophila* \[[@bb0275]\]. Thus, the authors suggested that peaks of PRX activity and mitochondrially encoded transcript levels might anticipate changes in the energy demand and reactive oxygen species production originating from the prevailing metabolic program, following in this case a circatidal rest/activity rhythm.

Taking all above findings together might start to indicate that the circadian clockwork could be more plastic than previously thought and capable to adjust to the environmental cycle(s) most relevant for a given species \[[@bb0265],[@bb0270],[@bb0285]\].

Circalunar Rhythms and Clocks: An Endocrine Perspective {#s0030}
=======================================================

Melatonin {#s0035}
---------

Given its role as an endocrine mediator of other light-dependent rhythms (daily/circadian, i.e. daily sleep--wake cycle) in vertebrates, also melatonin has been suggested as a potential component of the molecular mechanisms contributing to lunar-regulated rhythms. Moreover, melatonin synthesis is exquisitely light sensitive, inhibited by light exposure, and fueled in the dark \[[@bb0240],[@bb0290],[@bb0295]\] and therefore likely affected by moonlight.

Evidence of a possible involvement of melatonin in conveying lunar cues was provided in lunar and semilunar spawner fish species. In the golden (*S. guttatus*) and the seagrass rabbitfish (*Siganus canaliculatus*), for instance, plasma and ocular melatonin levels were reduced during FM compared to other lunar phases \[[@bb0240],[@bb0290],[@bb0295]\]. In *S. canaliculatus*, plasma melatonin levels during FQM and LQM were significantly different from FM, but not NM \[[@bb0290]\], whereas ocular melatonin under naturalistic conditions was higher in NM and LQM compared to both FM and FQM \[[@bb0295]\]. This suggests that moonlight intensity, moonlight exposure time, and tissue-specific melatonin levels might all contribute to enhance the specificity of melatonin signaling in discriminating different lunar phases. Further evidence for a relationship between melatonin and the lunar cycle was added recently by a study on the honeycomb grouper, *Epinephelus merra*, which spawns around FM \[[@bb0300]\]. Like for the *Siganus* species, melatonin content in the eye was higher in NM compared to FM at midnight. Moreover, melatonin administration markedly reduced the expression of gonadotropins subunits *fshβ* and *lhβ*. In the semilunar spawner, *Takifugu niphobles* (grass puffer), the expression levels of four melatonin receptors in the pineal gland showed ultradian oscillations with periods between 14.0 and 15.4 h in DD free-running experiments \[[@bb0305]\]. These data potentially indicate the existence of a circatidal clock in the grass puffer brain, which, together with the circadian clock, might contribute to set the proper daily and lunar-related reproductive rhythms.

Consistent with the lower melatonin signaling around FM described in other fish species, the expression levels of two melatonin receptors in the pineal gland and *arylalkylamine N-acetyltransferase* (*aanat*, enzyme involved in melatonin synthesis) in the retina were reduced during FM nights compared to NM in the grass puffer \[[@bb0310],[@bb0315]\]. This decrease of *melatonin receptors* mRNA levels under natural FM was absent under "moonlight deprivation," in line with a light-dependent inactivation of melatonin signaling. Similarly, two *melatonin receptors* showed a lunar phase-dependent expression pattern in the mudskipper, *Boleophthalmus pectinirostris*, a semilunar spawner, which reproduces once every year around FQM or LQM \[[@bb0320]\]. Indeed, *mtnr1a1.4* and *mtnr1a1.7* exhibited a circasemilunar expression pattern, with peaks around FQM and LQM in diencephalon and ovaries, respectively. Moreover, overall levels of *melatonin receptors* in the pituitary were lower around NM and FQM, with steady increase after this phase till the next NM \[[@bb0325]\]. Finally, melatonin injection was sufficient to increase plasma levels of 17a,20b-dihydroxy-4-pregnen-3-one (DHP), a sex steroid hormone (maturation-inducing hormone) both *in vivo* and *in vitro* (on ovarian fragments) \[[@bb0325]\]. In summary, the data provided in this section suggest that melatonin might contribute to the lunar phase-specific spawning timing, acting most likely in a light-dependent manner, and potentially modulating (either directly and indirectly) key endocrine reproductive pathways.

GnRH-like and other gonadotropic hormones {#s0040}
-----------------------------------------

As mentioned above, most circalunar/semilunar rhythms reported refer to the synchronization of reproductive events. Likely for this reason, many efforts to understand the endocrine basis of circalunar rhythmicity focus on hormones essential for vertebrate reproduction. In these animals, sexual maturation is controlled by the hypothalamic--pituitary--gonadal axis. Integrating multiple environmental and metabolic cues through endocrine and neurotransmitter action \[[@bb0330]\], neurons in the hypothalamus secrete gonadotropin-releasing hormone (GnRH), which signals to the pituitary, regulating the release of gonadotropins such as follicular-stimulating hormone and luteinizing hormone. Once secreted into the bloodstream, these gonadotropins act directly on the gonads promoting the synthesis of steroid hormones, and in turn maturation of ovaries and testis. Several studies on birds and mammals provided clear evidence about the involvement of the GnRH system in the timing of reproductive events. In birds, a reduction in number and size of GnRH-immunoreactive cells has been found in non-photosensitive (photorefractory or reproductively inactive) individuals \[[@bb0335]\], a condition reversed in breeding photosensitive animals \[[@bb0340]\]. In mammals, GnRH release is reduced in the non-breeding (anestrous) season, and the reactivation of this signaling is triggered by a seasonal-dependent increase in *kisspeptin* expression and a concomitant reduction in gonadotropin inhibitory hormone production \[[@bb0345], [@bb0350], [@bb0355]\].

Over the last 15 years, fish species like grass puffers (*Takifugu alboplumbeus*, *T. niphobles*) have been extensively studied for their extremely precise reproductive timing and its possible interconnection with the GnRH-like system \[[@bb0360], [@bb0365], [@bb0370], [@bb0375]\]. However, although highly relevant for vertebrate reproductive endocrinology, those analyses are inconclusive concerning the link between the HPG axis and lunar rhythmicity, as the lunar rhythm read-out is a reproductive event (spawning) that per se requires the activation of this endocrine axis. For this reason, a recent study on premature individuals of the marine bristleworm *P. dumerilii* and its GnRH-like system is interesting. This analysis shows that homologs of the *GnRH-like*/*Corazonin*/*AKH* supergroup are differentially expressed throughout the worm\'s circalunar cycle with the most significant expression changes in the transition from the week prior to the FM stimulus to the FM week \[[@bb0380]\]. Functional data from one of the *Platynereis GnRH-like* genes, *corazonin1/gnrh-like1*, suggest a role in energy homeostasis and are possibly indicative of a circalunar regulation of the worm\'s metabolism, to enable the switch to reproduction when all intrinsic and extrinsic conditions are properly met.

Other neuropeptides {#s0045}
-------------------

The tropical abalone, *Haliotis asinina*, spawns on NM and FM in the warmer half of the year. This spawning cycle was found still synchronous with the natural environment in individuals kept for 1 month without tidal or lunar cues \[[@bb0385]\], suggesting the existence of an endogenous rhythmicity. Transcripts of candidate neuropeptides, such as APGWamide peptide, myomodulin, FMRFamide, schistosomin-like peptide, whitnin, molluscan insulin-related peptide, and haliotid growth-associated peptide, were analyzed from the anterior ganglia during the 11 days encompassing the spawning event \[[@bb0390]\]. Although some genes showed sexually dimorphic patterns, the expression of most of the preprohormones peaked in both sexes at or in proximity of spawning, correlating with specific phases of the lunar cycle. No gene showed a tidal expression pattern. However, it remains to be functionally tested whether any of these neuropeptides are involved in the timing of a lunar reproductive cycle. It is noteworthy that particularly the preprohormone whitnin was found to be circalunarly regulated in a proteomics study of the functionally amenable bristle worm *P. dumerilii* \[[@bb0395]\].

Steroid hormones {#s0050}
----------------

*In vitro* studies focused on more downstream reproductive processes, such as steroidogenesis, and its relationship with the lunar cycle. In *S. guttatus*, it has been shown that the abundance of steroid hormones within the plasma, as well as vitellogenin, shows a circalunar rhythm, with peaks during FQM, in concomitance with higher gonadosomatic index, sperm motility maxima, and spawning \[[@bb0235],[@bb0400]\]. The incubation with human chorionic gonadotropin and steroid hormones was sufficient to induce maturation of both oocyte follicles and testis during FQM, but not NM. Moreover, the synthesis of estradiol-17β and 17a,20b-dihydroxy-4-pregnen-3-one seemed to be more effective during the phase preceding spawning (NM) and FQM, respectively \[[@bb0405]\], providing possible insights into how steroidogenesis might contribute to specific lunar-related reproductive rhythms.

Two studies used a similar approach to investigate steroidogenesis in testicular fragments and sperm preparations of *S. guttatus* and *Siganus argenteus*. The activity of steroidogenic pathways showed species-specific changes according to the lunar cycle, correlating with spawning in different lunar phases (FQM and LQM, respectively). In testicular fragments, 11-ketotestosterone (a potent androgen in fish species \[[@bb0410]\]) synthesis induced by hCG was higher in *S. guttatus* during the lunar phases where spawning occurred, and lower in *S. argenteus*. An increase in 17a,20b-dihydroxy-4-pregnen-3-one (which promotes spermatogenesis in zebrafish \[[@bb0415]\]), following 17a-hydroxyprogesterone stimulation, was detected in sperm preparations from both species during the lunar phases which coincided with spawning (FQM and LQM, respectively) \[[@bb0400],[@bb0420]\]. Similarly, also in the semilunar spawner *B. pectinirostris*, major steroid hormones (estradiol-17b, testosterone, 17-α-hydroxyprogesterone, and 11-ketotestosterone) peaked in correspondence, or slightly after (3 days after) of FQM and LQM, when spawning occurs for about 5 days \[[@bb0320]\], while in the killifish (*Fundulus heteroclitus*), both estradiol-17b and vitellogenin were higher 2 and 6 days prior spawning, respectively \[[@bb0425]\].

-omics under the Moon: Transcriptional Signatures and Protein Dynamics from High-Throughput Data {#s0055}
================================================================================================

High-throughput analyses have been employed to shed light on the molecular changes associated and possibly contributing to moon-controlled rhythms.

Corals {#s0060}
------

Gene expression dynamics in *A. millepora* colonies were analyzed during FM and NM 3 months before the predicted spawning month, revealing specific lunar cycle signatures. Interestingly, genes involved in the regulation of rhythmic processes and light signaling (i.e. *cry1* and *cry2*) were found upregulated during FM nights compared to NM \[[@bb0430]\], confirming the results observed by Levy *et al*. \[[@bb0130]\] for *cry2*. As a further strategy to unveil lunar-dependent mechanisms underlying spawning, *A. millepora* transcriptome has been analyzed over the 8 days leading to the yearly spawning event in different nocturnal light conditions: ambient (natural condition), continuous light in the first part of the night (from 1815 to 2400 h), and continuous dark, mimicking NM \[[@bb0430]\]. Remarkable changes in transcriptional dynamics occurred especially around the spawning event in the ambient treatment, but the same regulation was not observed under continuous NM, suggesting the crucial role of moonlight in driving gene expression. Changes in gene expression have also been observed under the continuous light condition mimicking urban light pollution, especially for those genes associated with the spawning event, which anticipated their patterns during the day. However, colonies exposed to this treatment did not spawn, plausibly because of a disruption of a light-dependent process required for spawning. Gene ontology categories enriched during spawning were cell cycle, GTPase activity, and signal transduction. Genes highly upregulated belonged to G-protein-coupled receptors, signal transduction, and respiratory processes, whereas downregulation characterized genes involved in rhythmic processes, such as circadian clock related genes (for instance, *cry1*). Two of the genes upregulated during spawning were *r-opsins*, homologs of melanopsins, and *trp-related protein 4*, a gene encoding a transient receptor potential (TRP)-like protein. While melanopsins are interesting as they mediate light-dependent circadian phase shifts in mammals \[[@bb0435]\], the specific regulation of a *trp* channel suggests calcium signaling as a key pathway for triggering gametes release. Together with the overexpression of a *synaptotagmin-like* gene (often involved in the regulation of neurotransmitter and neurohormone release) and several GPCRs (i.e. *tachykinin-like peptide receptor*), these data delineate a potential molecular landscape for spawning induction, which spans from light perception to hormone signaling. In parallel, also cell migration, immunity/cell death, and cytoskeletal organization seem to be additional processes regulated at spawning. The observed transcriptional changes also included mitochondrial genes, such as *COX1* and *CYB*, further implying deep metabolic and respiratory changes \[[@bb0430]\] (see [@bb0020]). A similar analysis conducted in *Acropora digitifera* focused on the transcriptional dynamics underlining spawning and post-spawning regulation in two different lunar phases (FM and NM). Interestingly, also in this species, several clock genes (*clock*, *bmal*, *tim*, *cry1*) were downregulated during the spawning event, as well as genes involved in immune response and inflammatory/apoptotic response, while cell cycle regulation, substrate adhesion, and GPCR signaling were the most represented functions in the upregulated genes. Finally, transcripts involved in immune response and JNK signaling were found downregulated during FM \[[@bb0440]\].

Transcriptional cycling of genes associated with biological clocks over the lunar month (during the day and/or during the night) was detected in a recent study on *Acropora gemmifera* \[[@bb0445]\]. Here, the authors sampled animals at midday and midnight, with nocturnal artificial illumination matching both the local moonlight intensity and the moonrise/moonset timing of the four main lunar phases (LQM, NM, FQM, FM). Combining noon and midnight time-points, 273 transcripts were identified as differentially expressed throughout the lunar cycle. Among them, the most enriched biological processes were linked to signal transduction, post-translational modification/protein turnover, intracellular trafficking, and secretion. Interestingly, different groups of genes showed peaks during different lunar phases: calcium signaling at FQM, wnt signaling at FM, and cell cycle at NM. Other well-represented clusters corresponded to the transport and metabolism of inorganic ions, amino acids, lipids, and carbohydrates, but also to energy production and chromatin/RNA dynamics \[[@bb0445]\]. A particular focus on the potential effect of light pollution on transcriptional dynamics has been adopted in *A. digitifera*, showing changes especially in transcripts involved in the regulation of cell cycle, stress response, circadian clock, as well as GPCR, ERK/MAPK, p53, and nuclear receptor signaling \[[@bb0450]\].

Little is known about the integration of multiple time keeping systems (circadian, seasonal, and lunar), although it is ultimately the biologically relevant condition. A deep RNAseq analysis on the reef-building coral *A. millepora* aimed to understand how the environmental cues, feeding these cycles, interact at the transcriptional level \[[@bb0455]\]. Animals were sampled at colder or warmer temperatures (treatments mimicking one of the major seasonal changes) after 18 days of acclimation, four different artificial moonlight conditions (FQM, FM, LQM, NM), and at six daily time points. The majority of differentially expressed genes (87.5% of DEGs) showed unique signatures, specific for each analysis (interaction daily/lunar cycles, daily cycle/temperature treatment, lunar cycle/temperature treatment, and daily/lunar cycles/temperature treatment). Genes involved in "biological rhythms" (such as *bzip1* and *bzip3*, cnidarian homologs of *clock* and *pdp1*, respectively) formed the most represented group of genes regulated by both temperature and daily cues, whereas genes encoding transcription factors, and regulating developmental processes and amino acid metabolism were the most affected by the interaction between temperature and lunar phase. Focusing on the interaction between lunar phase and temperature, a set of genes exhibited shifts from a single peak in warm temperatures to semilunar dynamics in colder "winter-mimicking" conditions. Among these, the most regulated were *stat5* and *spdef*, two genes that directly interact at the protein level in mammalian cells \[[@bb0460]\], and other genes involved in chromatin remodeling and transcriptional activity such as *atrx*, *elk1*, and *tfap2.* Striking antisense patterns over the lunar cycle between warm and cold temperatures were found for rhythms-related genes like *eya* and *tipin* (which product interacts with TIM \[[@bb0465]\]), transcription factors (*gsx*, *runt*), and members of wnt-pathway (*fzd8*, *wnt5a*). Other significant changes in transcriptional dynamics regulated by the interaction of both seasonal and lunar cues cover transcription factors (*nkx1.1*, *pax3*, *nkx1.2*, *foxe3*, *e2f.1*, *e2f.2*, *foxc*, *ahr*) and calcium signaling-related genes (*camk2*, *calmodulin3*). Ca^2+^-signaling had already been linked to lunar periodicity in corals \[[@bb0430]\]. Several differentially expressed genes involved in the thyroid hormone pathway (*dio1*, *tpo*, *tshr2*, *tshr4*) are of particular interest due to the established connection between thyroid hormones and photoperiod detection in mammals \[[@bb0470]\], although no insights have been provided about their role in lunar timing yet. On the other hand, the interaction between daily and lunar expression profiles revealed enrichment in genes associated with mRNA processing and translation, but also ion transport and a melatonin receptor. Finally, only 32 genes have been identified as regulated by the interaction of all the three cues, with *mef2*, *hnrnpa1*, and *hnrnpk* representing the most differentially expressed \[[@bb0455]\] (see [@bb0020]). Interestingly, these three genes have been shown to play a role in RNA processing/post-transcriptional regulation, and to interact with several components of the circadian clock machinery in other models \[[@bb0475], [@bb0480], [@bb0485]\].

...with and without symbionts {#s0065}
-----------------------------

The presence of endosymbionts represents an evolutionary advantage for a multitude of organisms. The effects of this intimate relationship on lunar-regulated host rhythms were studied at the transcriptomic level in the sea anemone *Aiptasia diaphana*, which facultatively host the photosynthetic algae *Symbiodinium*. The comparison of the transcriptomes revealed that circatidal rhythmicity of gene expression predominates in the aposymbiotic anemones, whereas in *Symbiodinium*-associated morphs, \~ 24 h cycles in transcriptional dynamics and behavior are more common \[[@bb0490]\].

Worms {#s0070}
-----

A different strategy to identify molecules involved in circalunar timekeeping systems was used in the bristleworm *P. dumerilii* \[[@bb0395]\]. Using head tissues as samples, the study combined transcriptomic and proteomic approaches and focused not only on the later phases of the life cycle that ultimately lead to spawning, but rather on the "entrainment phase" that likely occurs during most, if not the entire, pre-spawning development (immature and premature stages). Furthermore, both immature and premature worms (the latter separated by sex) were sampled during NM and free-running FM, in order to identify molecular signatures of the endogenous circalunar clock machinery rather than those resulting from direct light effects.

The overall number of circalunar-regulated transcripts was relatively low, likely because of the limited circalunar time-points (due to technical constrains). qPCR-studies, including more diel or lunar time-points, already indicate that more transcripts are regulated \[[@bb0140],[@bb0380]\]. Molecular and functional clustering grouped circalunar-regulated differentially expressed transcript into four main categories: phosphorus-oxygen lyase activity, protein kinase activity, insulin receptor binding, and transposase activity.

In contrast to the transcriptomic analysis, about 25% of the analyzed head proteome was differentially regulated between NM and free-running FM phases from the identical samples used to generate the transcriptomes. As proteomic approaches do not quantify all proteins present in the tissue, but only those that are sufficiently abundant, this much higher (\> 200 fold) circalunar regulation on protein than on transcript level can be interpreted in at least two directions. It suggests either a potential enrichment of circalunar-regulated proteins in head tissues or a generally stronger circalunar regulation on the protein rather than on transcript level. A vast array of distinct processes was found enriched in the circalunar differentially expressed proteins, with protein synthesis and activity, calcium signaling, and proton membrane transport being most represented.

Several candidates were further characterized for their transcript localization in the worms\' heads \[[@bb0395]\] (see Figure 4). In general, although partially overlapping, the expression patterns of these circalunar candidates did not identify any specific "circalunar spatial hotspot", suggesting that the worm\'s circalunar clock impacts on many brain regions.

Mollusks {#s0075}
--------

The intertidal limpet *Cellana rota* exhibits circatidal locomotor activity \[[@bb0285]\] and oxygen consumption \[[@bb0495]\]. To identified circatidal signatures in the transcriptome, samples were collected in the field every 4 h for 2 different days and at FQM and LQM. At the transcript level, tidal rhythms were more abundant than diel ones \[[@bb0285]\]. Twelve transcripts regulating or regulated by the circadian clock have been found oscillating significantly with a tidal rhythm, as well as genes involved in metabolism, hypoxia/oxidative stress, biomineralization, and calcium signaling (see [Figure 4](#f0020){ref-type="fig"}). *Rhodopsin* peaked during the nights anticipating FM. Circadian clock genes showed moderate to none circadian rhythmicity, and no signs of circatidal oscillations at the transcript levels, consistent with a previous work in *Eurydice* \[[@bb0050]\].Figure 4Summary table showing the experimental conditions, the main findings, and patterns of a sample of the high-throughput analysis reviewed. NM = new moon; FQM = first quarter moon; FM = full moon; LQM = last quarter moon; SP = spawning; NS = not spawning; T/L = regulated by the interaction between temperature and lunar cycle; D/L = regulated by the interaction between daily and lunar cycles; D/L/T = regulated by the interaction among daily, lunar, and temperature cues; TR = tidally regulated; T = transcript; P = protein. For references, see \[[@bb0285],[@bb0395],[@bb0430],[@bb0445],[@bb0455]\].Figure 4

Were-Rodents, Were-Flies, and Humans: The Effect of the Moon on Terrestrial Animals {#s0080}
===================================================================================

Most of the studies concerning lunar effects on animal behavior and physiology focused on marine species, where circalunar and circatidal periodicities have been most convincingly documented.

However, curious cases about lunar influence on animal behavior have also been reported in lake and terrestrial species \[[@bb0015]\], and the number of examples is constantly increasing. Below we briefly mention a selection.

Angling catch records of 341,959 muskellunge (*Esox masquinongy*) show a higher number of catches during FM and NM periods \[[@bb0500]\]. Several hypotheses have been taken into consideration, including "inland tides" in barometric pressure and gravitational forces \[[@bb0500]\]. Given that no effects of anglers´ experience were noted, the authors concluded that these findings could indicate feeding synchronization with the lunar cycle in those fish. Another recent example documents that the lunar cycle contributes to activity synchronization in the European nightjar, *Caprimulgus europeaus* \[[@bb0505]\]. These nocturnal birds increase their foraging activity during moonlit nights, and attempt migration flights mostly during the days following FM (with peaks 11 days after). In mammals, phases with moonlight often inhibit specific behaviors, possibly because the dim nocturnal light favors predators in spotting their prey, with consequences on energy allocation. Indeed, greater vigilance and lower food intake have been shown in gerbils (*Gerbilus andersoni allenbyi*) and wood mice (*Apodemus sylvaticus*) during brighter moon phases \[[@bb0510],[@bb0515]\]. Similarly, the lunar cycle affects badgers\' "modesty". Indeed, in the species *Meles meles*, matings mostly occur during the darkest moon phases (from LQM to FQM). Moreover, other behaviors (such as squat marking and raised-leg urination) that usually increase in reproductively active individuals peak around NM \[[@bb0520]\].

The human female reproductive cycle represents another curious example. Are these cycle lengths a coincidence, or is there a connection to the lunar cycle? An overview on the literature of possible effects of the lunar cycle on human reproduction has recently been covered \[[@bb0015],[@bb0525]\], but further studies are needed for conclusive answers.

Since the past, popular beliefs about exposure to moonlight and human behavior flourished, with some of them originating myths such as lycanthropy. Nowadays, several studies aimed to shed light on this interesting although debated biological aspect, with controversial results.

A disputed link between sleep--wake functions of melatonin and the lunar cycle has been suggested in a human study, providing evidence that sleep features change according to lunar phase \[[@bb0530]\]. Sleep quality generally decreased during FM with the proportion of deep sleep dropping by 30%, and impacts on time required to fall asleep and sleep duration. Interestingly, these changes in sleep quality correlated with a decrease in melatonin levels (measured in salivary samples) during FM.

Following this study, a lunar effect on sleep quality in humans was rejected by some further studies \[[@bb0535],[@bb0540]\], whereas it was confirmed by others \[[@bb0545],[@bb0550]\]. However, if lunar effects on sleep quality are real, then those effects on human sleep/wake patterns might be more evident in natural populations experiencing less artificial environmental signals. A comparison of two small-scale nonindustrial African populations showed an association between the lunar cycle and sleep, but opposite to the expected direction, with the higher activity around noon (and the lower during the night), the more exposed to moonlight people were \[[@bb0555]\].

Although the origin of the effect is puzzling and might even sound bizarre at first, further evidence linking the lunar cycle with human physiology and mental health was found in three recent analyses \[[@bb0570], [@bb0575], [@bb0720]\]. Specifically, bipolar patients switched their body temperature and sleep cycles from circadian to circalunidian every lunar cycle, fragments, or multiples thereof (notably, often at FM). This circadian to circalunidian switch coincided with a depressive-to-manic transition, but it was possible to stop the mood cycle treating patients with a rigid sleep schedule \[[@bb0575],[@bb0720]\] or a combination of light treatments and thyroid-stimulating hormone pharmaceutical inhibition \[[@bb0580]\].

In addition to the observations mainly based on behaviors, what can be said about molecular impacts of moonlight or possible mechanisms underlying lunar rhythms in non-marine organisms?

In mammals, clock neurons have been thought to respond poorly to dim moonlight, as an adaptation to avoid night light-induced impairments in circadian entrainment \[[@bb0560],[@bb0585]\], an hypothesis supported by lower light sensitivity thresholds found in rodents inhabiting moon-shaded and not open areas \[[@bb0565]\]. This view is challenged by multiple more recent studies. Indeed, nocturnal dim light comparable to moonlight (\< 0.005 lx) altered circadian entrainment in hamsters \[[@bb0570],[@bb0590]\]. Very dim light has been demonstrated to influence circadian photoentrainment also in mice \[[@bb0595],[@bb0600]\], especially through rod photoreceptors and pupil constriction \[[@bb0605]\]. Moreover, activation of subsets of M1 intrinsically photosensitive retinal ganglion cells by a wide range of light irradiance, including light equivalent to moonlight, has been reported \[[@bb0610]\]. Interestingly, cells activated by light equivalent to moonlight were insensitive to irradiances higher than twilight, suggesting even the existence of specific set of cells specialized for dim light.

The effects of light equivalent to moonlight on melatonin secretion have been debated. Indeed, 0.04 and 0.3 lx nocturnal light showed no effects on melatonin levels, as well as on light-dependent phase shift in hamsters (see above) \[[@bb0560],[@bb0615],[@bb0620]\], while 8-h dim light pulses (\~ 0.01 lx) were sufficient to reduce significantly melatonin serum concentrations, compared to dark nights, and also altered free-running rhythms \[[@bb0625]\]. Dim nocturnal light (\< 0.2 lx) can also contribute to a more rapid re-synchronization of activity rhythms after light-induced phase shifts (49% and 38% faster in Siberian and Syrian hamsters, respectively) \[[@bb0630]\]. Taken together, the accumulated evidence strongly suggests how dim nocturnal light (at moonlight intensities) might affect circadian entrainment and melatonin secretion in rodents.

Also the elite model for circadian biology, *D. melanogaster*, has been employed to understand the impact of moonlight on circadian oscillators. Nighttime illumination intensity equivalent to quarter moonlight was shown to increase locomotor activity levels in flies. Moreover, typical morning and evening peaks, controlled by different clusters of clock neurons (morning and evening cells, \[[@bb0635],[@bb0640]\]), were both shifted in the dark (M peak anticipated into the last part of the night and the E peak delayed into the first part of the night) \[[@bb0645]\]. Seemingly, flies interpreted moonlight conditions as longer photoperiods. In these animals, PER and TIM levels were attenuated in all clock neurons, and their peaks in M and E cells advanced and delayed, respectively. Mutants lacking compound eyes exhibited no changes in response to moonlight, suggesting that rhodopsins are likely the main photoreceptors mediating the nocturnal dim light effects on the timing of locomotor activity in *D. melanogaster* \[[@bb0645]\]. Further work showed that only mutants without all inner and/or all outer photoreceptor cells were insensitive to dim nocturnal light (no activity shift), implying the involvement of multiple rhodopsins (especially *rh1* and *rh6*) \[[@bb0650]\]. Mutations in the fly\'s core circadian clock still shifted their activity during the night under artificial moonlight, suggesting both clock-dependent and clock-independent effects. At present, the meaning of these findings for flies in their natural environment is still unclear. Under conditions where both moonlight and dusk/dawn were simulated, twilight seemed to dominate over moonlight in setting activity patterns \[[@bb0655]\]. Moreover, under natural conditions, neither an increase in nocturnal activity nor a delay in PER expression in the brain has been detected around FM compared to NM \[[@bb0660]\]. Solutions to these still open questions will likely come only from more naturalistic studies, e.g. by further disentangling the contributions of light and temperature. Indeed, *D. melanogaster\'s* natural habitat are reportedly the tropics \[[@bb0665]\], which likely exhibit higher nighttime temperatures than the flies experienced under the tested natural conditions in Great Britain and northern Italy.

Although a direct connection with the lunar cycle is still elusive, it is interesting to note that a 12-h rhythm, reminiscent of circatidal oscillations, has been also found in transcriptional dynamics of mouse liver \[[@bb0670]\]. This rhythm was shown to be cell autonomous, independent from the circadian clock, and entrainable by metabolic and stress cues. Among the 3652 transcripts exhibiting 12 h cycling, genes related to mitochondrial and endoplasmic reticulum function, as well as quality control, were enriched. XBP1 (an unfolded protein response transcription factor) is required for the maintenance of this rhythmicity. Its loss caused hepatic steatosis and a condition reminiscent of human nonalcoholic fatty liver disease \[[@bb0670]\]. Interestingly, while impairing 12 h-transcript oscillations, the liver-specific deletion of *XBP1* did not affect circadian rhythms \[[@bb0675]\]. This is the first functional genetic insight into a "circatidal" clock, and it will be exciting to test for the function of this gene in marine circatidal organisms like *Eurydice.*

Perspectives {#s0085}
============

Over the past 15 years, chronobiological studies on lunar effects have strongly increased. While we still lack a real mechanistic understanding, the accumulated data from different species underline the importance and likely complexity of the processes involved. For instance, several species do not only regulate their reproduction according to the lunar phase (circalunar/circasemilunar pattern), but also considering daily variation in tides and/or moonrise time (circatidal/circalunidian rhythms). It might be plausible to rather subdivide the molecular mechanisms behind biological cycles governed by sun and moon into short (\~ 24, \~ 12.4, and \~ 24.8 h) and long (\~ 29.5 and \~ 365 days) rhythms. Given that both the sun and the moon regulate rhythms of about 24 h periodicity, could this imply a recruitment of at least part of the same molecular machinery? The combined evidence from multiple non-dipteran insects \[[@bb0680], [@bb0685], [@bb0690], [@bb0695], [@bb0700], [@bb0705]\], bristleworms \[[@bb0140]\], crustaceans \[[@bb0050],[@bb0710]\], and oysters \[[@bb0715]\] suggests that the ancestral machinery for \~ 24 h timing was more complex than what is present in *Drosophila,* mouse, and humans. Is it possible that, because of a partial redundancy, this originally higher complexity was used for timing \~ 24 h rhythms (or fractions thereof) set by the sun and/or moon? But wouldn\'t the recent finding of *XBP1* in "circatidal" liver clocks argue against this view?

Our review also documents the many different schemes used for the study of lunar cycles. It might seem obvious, but dealing with the chronobiological complexity of re-adding lunar cycles to the classical paradigms makes experimental designs more difficult. However, technical limitations in mimicking environmental conditions represent an issue for circadian and seasonal studies as well. Which biological phenomena should be primarily investigated? Direct response to environmental stimuli? Presence of endogenous clocks? To what detail should and can circalunar or circatidal cues be mimicked in the laboratory? Which seasonal and daily cues should be used? What could and should be studied under laboratory conditions and what under more naturalistic field conditions? How to best reconcile studies done under both conditions? Indeed, but not unexpectedly, studies in corals and *D. melanogaster* show discrepancies in gene expression data between field and laboratory samples \[[@bb0130],[@bb0135],[@bb0660]\], and also *P. dumerilii* monthly spawning patterns are broader in the lab \[[@bb0140]\] compared to the field \[[@bb0175]\]. These ambiguities likely are derived from differences in natural *versus* artificial moonlight conditions, like spectrum and intensity, moonrise/moonset timing, duration over the lunar month, or absence of additional cues (such as mechanosensory, thermal, magnetic). Laboratory studies provide a better control of the multitude of environmental variables present in nature, allowing the investigation of the single contributions of a certain cue, but this should mirror as much as possible parameters measured in nature, in order to avoid potential artifacts.

Although pharmacological studies could provide interesting insights about the relevance of specific pathways and gene networks, the generation of knockouts and transgenic animals clearly allow for a detailed functional dissection that is difficult to meet with other methods. Therefore, the availability of new models that can be reared in captivity and are genetically accessible will feed further advances toward a more comprehensive understanding of the molecular nature of lunar-regulated rhythms and clocks.

The quest for the molecular mechanisms behind lunar-regulated rhythms and clocks does not only represent a challenging aim for basic research. It is also important for a complete understanding and counteraction of the complex chronobiological changes likely caused by anthropogenic impacts (i.e. light pollution, temperature changes, architectural barriers) that are endangering the world\'s ecosystems as we know them \[[@bb0110],[@bb0115]\], and possibly human health. Understanding the complexity of both sun- and moon-driven biological rhythms is not a small step for scientists but worth the effort, as it represents a big, possibly giant leap for mankind.
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